This article is about Filmfest D.C. (Part 2)

Find more information on the festival's website.

Tickets for opening night are sold out, but closing night tickets cost $25 and most other screenings cost $14.

Howard University public television station, they'll also be broadcasting some films from our section that we call broadcasting them several times between now and the end of the festival, " Gittens said. "Then WHUT, which is the

If you're stuck at home, don't worry. You can still check out "Filmfest DC on TV" on both WETA and WHUT.

It all builds to the closing night film "BlackBerry, " charting the rise and fall of the world's first smartphone, literary audience, all of whom are good people who want to learn things and experience different cultures. "

"They're looking at our themes and finding books in their collection, then creating a table at their bookstore for

"The filmmakers love it. They're from all over the world, and they love it because they don't speak to this kind of

"We've been doing this for a while and it really exposes the kids to films they normally wouldn't see, " Gittens said.

"They're not used to this, and they're moved and energized by kids who are asking great questions."
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